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R
Crude and sexual content, pervasive language and some drug material

Management candidate Nick (Jason Bateman) has been logging 12-hour days and eating everything
his twisted supervisor Harken (Kevin Spacey) dishes out, toward the promise of a well-earned
promotion. But now he knows that’s never going to happen. Meanwhile, dental assistant Dale
(Charlie Day) has been struggling to maintain his self-respect against the relentless X-rated
advances of Dr. Julia Harris (Jennifer Aniston), when she suddenly turns up the heat. And accountant
Kurt (Jason Sudeikis) has just learned that his company’s corrupt new owner, Pellit (Colin Farrell), is
not only bent on ruining his career but plans to funnel toxic waste into an unsuspecting population.
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What can you do when your boss is a psycho, a man-eater or a total tool?
Quitting is not an option. These monsters must be stopped. So, on the strength of a few-too-many
drinks and some dubious advice from a hustling ex-con whose street cred is priced on a sliding scale
(Jamie Foxx), the guys devise a convoluted but foolproof plan to rid the world of their respective
employers… permanently.
But even the best-laid plans are only as good as the brains behind them.
The comedy “Horrible Bosses” stars Jason Bateman, Charlie Day and Jason Sudeikis, with Jennifer
Aniston, Colin Farrell, Kevin Spacey, Donald Sutherland, Julie Bowen and Jamie Foxx.
“Horrible Bosses” is directed by Seth Gordon and produced by Brett Ratner and Jay Stern, from a
screenplay by Michael Markowitz and John Francis Daley & Jonathan Goldstein, story by Markowitz.
Toby Emmerich, Richard Brener, Michael Disco, Samuel J. Brown and Diana Pokorny serve as
executive producers, with John Rickard and John Cheng as co-producers.
The creative filmmaking team includes director of photography David Hennings; production designer
Shepherd Frankel; editor Peter Teschner; costume designer Carol Ramsey; composer Christopher
Lennertz; and music supervisor Dana Sano.
A New Line Cinema presentation of a Rat Entertainment Production, “Horrible Bosses” will be
distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures, a Warner Bros. Entertainment Company.
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